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Abstract: Adrenocortical cancers in childhood are very rare tumors. They are categorized as functional (hormone-secreting) or silent
and as either benign or malignant. They have a bimodal distribution. Although in most adults they are non-functional, in the pediatric
age group they may present as hormonal active or as an active tumor presenting with either virilizing forms or Cushing’s syndrome or
both sometimes. In children, due to the rapid development of symptoms, they come to attention early. However, if not diagnosed and
treated early, they can develop into serious medical conditions. We present here a 6-year-old girl complaining of voice changes
(deepening), extremely overweight, excessive hair growth over her body, and clitoromegaly for one year. Abdominal ultrasound and
computed tomography revealed a well-defined adrenal mass with a slightly heterogeneous appearance and heterogeneous-contrast
enhancement containing some necrotic areas. The patient was discharged one week after unilateral right adrenalectomy in good
condition, and oral medications were given along with high-dose corticosteroid medications, which were reduced gradually. All the
symptoms disappeared 6 months after the operation.
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Introduction
Adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC) is an orphan malignancy with an annual incidence between 0.7 and 2 cases per million
population. ACC is more frequent in women (55–60%) with a peak incidence in the fourth and fifth decades of life.1

Adrenocortical tumors (ACTs) are uncommon in children, accounting for only 0.2% of all neoplasms and 6% of pediatric
adrenal tumors.2 Vast majority (91.8%) of pediatric ACC occurs among Caucasians and Asians are affected only in 5.9% of
cases.3 Although most adult ACCs are non-functional, in the pediatric age group tumors are more likely to be functioning.4

Virilization is the most common abnormality and Cushing syndrome is the second most prevalent ACT presentation
in children, with moon facies and hyperaldosteronism are less frequent.5 In this paper, we report a rare case of a 6-year-
old girl with an adrenal tumor who came to Mogadishu Somali Turkey Training and Research Hospital pediatric
outpatient department, which was diagnosed clinically, radiologically, and treated surgically at Shaafi hospital.

Case Presentation
We report here a 6-year-old girl came to the outpatient department of Mogadishu Somali Turkey Hospital complaining of
voice changes (deepening), extensive overweight, excessive hair growth over the body and clitoromegaly for one year.
Initially, her mother was noticed that she had weight gain and her clitoris was more protruded than the normal until become
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elongated and enlarged associated with labial enlargement. Within one year, throughout the body, hair grew, especially chin
and pubis, and bad smelling odor and revealed male characterization.

On examination, her height was 1.0 m, her weight was 60 kg, and her blood pressure was 190/150 mm Hg (refractory
hypertension). She had cushingoid facies, signs of virilization in the form of pustular acne, hirsutism (axillary and facial
hair in Figure 1A), and clitoromegaly. She also had an unpleasant body odor. On palpation, she had a palpable mass on
the right side of her abdomen. In laboratory investigations, elevation of Dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEA-SO4)
419.03 µg/d (normal range 24.4–209.7 µg/d) indicating production of excess hormones related to adrenal tumors. Other
hematological and biochemical parameters were normal.

As usual in pediatric cases, in the beginning, an abdominal ultrasound (US) was performed, showing a well-
defined adrenal mass with a slightly heterogeneous mix of hyper- and hypoechoic consistency with smooth margins
(Figure 2). For further investigation and lesion characterization, computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen has
done, revealing that the right adrenal fossa well-defined a 6 cm sized mass lesion with heterogeneous contrast
enhancement containing hypodense necrotic areas and slightly displaces right kidney inferiorly (Figure 3). To bring
her blood pressure back into normal range, the child was admitted to the intensive care unit two days before the
operation.

A diagnosis of an adrenocortical tumor was made. Correction of general condition was done. Details about the
disease, plan of management, and risks were explained to the parents. After written consent and pre-anesthetic
checkup, during the surgery, a Makuuchi incision was made to the patient’s abdomen. Next, the solid mass was
excised by means of unilateral right adrenalectomy (Figure 4). Then, abdominal layers were repaired using a vicryl 1.
And the mass was sent for histopathological study. Histopathological diagnosis was made using the Li-Weiss-Bisceglia
criteria. In Table 1, the histological features of the current case are indicated. Microscopic examination revealed >75%
oncocytic cells, diffuse architecture (>33% of tumor) and high nuclear grade. In addition, Ki-67 proliferation index
was calculated as 15–20%. According to these findings, the case was diagnosed with oncocytic ACC (Figure 4). The
patient was admitted, and appropriate post-operative care was given. And discharged after one week with good
condition and oral medications were given. Corticosteroid drugs were started with a high dose and the dose was
gradually reduced. And all the symptoms disappeared 6 months after the operation (Figure 1B).

Figure 1 (A) In pre-operative photos seems overweight with excessive hair growth all over her body (hirsutism) and pustular acne on her face. (B) 6-month post-op photos
show a dramatically reduced body weight, appearing similar to her age group, and a total absence of body hair.
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Discussion
Adrenal adenomas or ACCs are tumors that arise from the adrenal cortex, whereas neuroblastomas and pheochromocy-
tomas arise from the adrenal medulla (PCCs). They are traditionally divided into functional and nonfunctional tumors.
Neuroblastomas are nonfunctional tumors, whereas adenomas, ACCs, and PCCs are functional tumors. Adrenocortical
tumors are uncommon in children, accounting for only 0.2% of all neoplasms.2 The ACTs come in a variety of forms,
including virilizing forms, presentations with Cushing’s syndrome, or both. Children become aware early due to the
quick development of symptoms; nevertheless, if not diagnosed and treated early, it can progress to serious medical
conditions. New diagnostic imaging methods have emerged in the recent decade. There is also a lot of research going on
as these tumors can be unresectable or have a high recurrence rate.

According to the International Pediatric Adrenocortical Tumor Registry (IPATR), 90% of childhood ACCs are
functional, and their clinical signs and biological behavior are different from adult ACCs. The most common clinical
presentation is virilization (84.3%).6 The most common symptoms in ACC cases are acne, pubic hair, and clitoris
enlargement.7 Cushing’s syndrome is the second most common clinical presentation with moon facies, centripetal fat

Figure 2 Abdominal ultrasound shows well-defined adrenal mass appearing slightly heterogeneous mixed hyper and hypoechoic consistent with smooth margins (white
arrow).

Figure 3 Axial and coronal contrast-enhanced abdominal computed tomography showed that 6 cm right adrenal fossa well-defined heterogeneously enhanced mass lesion
containing hypodense necrotic areas and slightly displaces right kidney inferiorly (blue arrow).
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distribution, striae over the skin, and a plethora in one-third of patients.8 Similar to these data, our case had a functional
and hormone-producing mass. Moreover, another study reported that 51% of 16 pediatric ACCs were functional.9

However, recent studies have shown that the incidence of functional tumors is slightly higher. The reason for these
differences may be related to the size of the hormonal evaluation performed in different centers. The virilizing tumor of
pediatric ACCs is explained by their origin in the persistent fetal region of the adrenal cortex. This is also related to the
tendency to produce DHEA-S.10

Percutaneous biopsies are not recommended for the diagnosis of ACC. There is a risk of metastasis in the needle tract
and tumor pillage due to capsular breach.10

Figure 4 Histopathological examination shows (A) encapsulated tumor composed of variably sized nests, large sheets, and trabeculae, areas of necrosis, hemorrhage, and
degeneration areas. (B) Low grade: ≤20 mitoses/50 high power fields morphologic subtypes, Oncocytic (>75% oncocytic cells). (C) Large cells with granular clear to
eosinophilic cytoplasm, pleomorphic Intranuclear inclusions, mitoses, and atypical mitoses. (D) Gross surgical specimen of a removed adrenal mass.

Table 1 Li- Weiss-Bisceglia Diagnostic Algorithm for Oncocytic ACC

Major Criteria The Current Case

High mitotic rate (>5 mitoses/50 high-power fields) Yes

Atypical mitotic figures Yes

Venous invasion No

Minor Criteria

Large size (>10 cm) or weight (>200 g) No

Necrosis No

Sinusoidal invasion No

Capsular invasion No

Notes: One major criterion indicates malignancy, minor criteria indicates uncertain malignant potential
(borderline) and the absence of all major and minor criteria indicates benign.
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The role of imaging is very important in the diagnosis of ACC. Although ultrasonography, which is a non-invasive
method, is the first choice in pediatric patients, its sensitivity is low. Therefore, cross-sectional imaging with CT and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is essential for diagnosis and detection of local and distant tumor spread. Information
from CT and MRI is important for guiding surgery and further patient treatment. The typical appearance of ACC on
unenhanced CT is a large and heterogeneous suprarenal mass that replaces adjacent structures. It is a large, heterogeneous
but well-defined suprarenal mass that displaces adjacent structures. Unenhanced on CT, areas with low attenuation
mostly due to necrosis are seen. However, lesions smaller than 6 cm may be homogeneous. After the administration of IV
contrast agent, there are peripherally enhanced solid areas and centrally less contrasted areas of necrosis. CT is also very
valuable in demonstrating local and distant spread. Preservation of fat around the tumor indicates no local invasion.
However, in cases where there is little retroperitoneal fat, it may be impossible to detect organ invasion.11 In our case, an
adrenal lesion was detected by the US, and we performed a contrast-enhanced abdominal CT to characterize the mass. On
CT, we detected a well-defined suprarenal mass. Typically, we detected greater enhancement peripherally and relatively
little enhancement centrally due to central necrosis. Since the size of the mass was not very large, retroperitoneal fatty
tissue was preserved, and there was no adjacent organ invasion.

Complete surgical resection is currently the only potentially curative treatment for ACC, and surgery is the
cornerstone of treatment. Laparoscopic adrenalectomy, which is a minimally invasive method compared to open surgery,
has been used in the treatment of adrenal masses in recent years. In Conzo et al’s series of 126 diseases, only one
conversion to open surgery occurred. No post-operative major complications were observed, while minor complications
occurred in 8 patients (0.79%).12,13 The contralateral adrenal gland is thought to be suppressed functional ACTs.14 The
modified Weiss criteria are a well-established technique for ACC diagnosis.14,15 Age at diagnosis is a significant
prognostic factor, with children under the age of two years having a favorable result. Children above the age of two
are said to have a survival rate of only 29%,16 However, our case is 6 years old, and she is alive and well 1 year after the
operation.

Conclusion
An interdisciplinary approach is needed in the management of childhood adrenal tumors, which is a challenging task.
Adrenal tumor-related hypertension in children is a life-threatening condition. Surgery is the best option, if the
diagnosis is made early and the prognosis is good. ACT in children can be diagnosed early due to the rapid
development of symptoms. When cancer is discovered later, the prognosis is poor. Management of diagnosis and
treatment of ACCs can be done effectively with a multidisciplinary approach under the guidance of currently approved
guidelines.

Ethics Committee Approval and Consent for Publication
Written informed consent was obtained from the patient’s parent for publication of this case report and accompanying
images. Approval from the Ethics Committee of the Somali Turkey Training and Research Hospital was not required to
publish case details. A copy of the written permission is available for review by the Editor of this journal.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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